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STANDRADS FOR REPRO SPECIFICATIONS 

PAGE FILES PREPARATION 

DENOMINATION OF FILES 
- Files must not contain symbols or special characters;
- They must not contain more than 28 characters, including spaces;
- They should be structured, using the underscore _ separator, referring to the
order/article, signature, page; 
- They should indicate the number of possible revision of the document.

IMAGES 
- Images must be supplied in 8bit CMYK, with ICC profile embedded;
- If images are provided in RGB to be subjected to the retouching and subsequent 
conversion to CMYK for the colour test, the reference colour profiles must be specified; 
- The formats accepted for processing are preferably TIFF (LZW Compression), EPS
(disable PS colour management), JPEG (highest quality), PSD; 
- For grayscale images in Pantone must be saved in TIFF format;
- 100% Reduction / Grading (+ or -20%);
- DOT GAIN 15% for grayscale images;
- Image resolutions must be between 350 and 450 dpi for 4-color and grayscale continuous-
tone images: the resolution of the images being printed is determined by the screen ruling, 
for the optimal resolution of a screened image on Photoshop the menu sequence bar-
image-auto size; 
- Image resolutions must be between 1200 and 900 dpi for line images (bitmap);
- Images must have a print percentage above 3%;
- B / W images generated with four process colours must have the GCR option,
the choice of generation options must be agreed with the Technical Office; 
- The images must incorporate ICC profiles related to colour spaces recognised as the 
reference or must be provided and documented for subsequent processing by the 
customer; 
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- ICC profiles must be chosen according to the type of substrate in accordance with 

ISO 12647-2, for the printing on coated paper it is recommended to incorporate the 
ISOcoated_V2_eci.icc profile for 4-colour images with DOT GAIN 15 % for 
grayscale images, for printing on uncoated / Usomano paper, we recommend 
incorporating the PSOcoated_ISO12647_eci.icc profile for 4-colour images with 
DOT GAIN 20% for grayscale images; 
- PS0 Coated v3 - FOGRA51 for a print on coated paper; 
- PS0 Uncoated v3 - FOGRA52 for a print on uncoated paper; 
- Images must not contain alpha channels; 
- TAC (Total Area Coverage) in the dark parts of the image, depending on the 
different types of paper, cannot exceed 330% for glossy and opaque coated papers, 
300% for non-standard papers: some papers may use a lower percentage ; 
- Do not use mixed colours (4c) for texts in black, but set the value of channel K to 
100% .; 
- Name the colour channel for spot colours (HKS / Pantone) with the desired colour 
value; 
- To be observed for special colours: to avoid areas that are loose and stained, the 
surfaces on which a spot colour (CMYK) overlaps with a special colour must be 
bounded and emptied and not overprinted. Spot colours must be equally hollow 
with a CMYK colour; 
- If you have ordered a grayscale print, you will need to create the grey-shaded file 
as well; 
- We recommend creating areas of grey with a shade of black, achieving a perfect 
printing result. 

 
 
FONTS 
Fonts must be supplied complete for both screen and print versions. The fonts must be 
active and not corrupted. For vector files generated by software such as Illustrator and 
saved as EPS, all fonts must be provided. 
 
LINES 
On positive lines should not be less than 0.15pt (0.053mm) 
On negative the lines should not be less than 0.30pt (0.106mm) in the single colour 
On negative lines should not be less than 0.75pt (0.265mm) for multicolour 
Too thin lines are automatically enlarged to a printable size. (Except for lines with exactly 
0 pt. Here it is not possible to guarantee an automatic enlargement of these lines.) 
Do not use frames as a limitation of the layout, as these will be partly cut due to machine 
tolerances and can, therefore, remain visible. 
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PAGE LAYOUT 
 
Produce the document with the same size expressed in millimetres of the final document, 
last release; 
Open and save the document using the same software in the same version. 
Add the lines of abundance (bleeds) of at least 5mm: to have still a margin sufficient to 
compensate the tolerance of the machines for cutting; it is necessary to provide in the file a 
margin of abundance. 
The image boxes must be transparent and must not be of the same image size. 
The text must be produced as a separate layer. 
Content should be placed at least 3mm away from the final format cutting line. 
It should be noted that the colours, the background images and the layout are integrated 
into the intersection zones, to avoid the so-called streaking in case of a possible violation of 
the cutting tolerances. 
For products with multiple pages within a document, it is recommended to create the 
individual pages with progressive numbering, starting from page 1 (first page) to the last 
page (back page). 
Make sure all extra pages have been deleted. 
 
The painted spaces must be modelled according to the contribution on a separate coloured 
bitmap layer. 
 
 
 
ARTWORK (OPEN FILE) 
The files will be sorted into folders, the final page layout, and subfolders of the only 
images, brands, graphics and complete Fonts present in the layout. 
 
Recommended software 
Adobe Illustrator from CC2015 to CC2019 
Adobe InDesign from CC2015 to CC2019 
Adobe Photoshop from CC2015 to CC2019 
 
Specifications 
- The layout file must match the attached laser; 
- Page format equal to the cutting format of the Book; 
- Live area options: symmetrical live type, quantity 3/5 mm; 
- Markings clipping marks; 
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- 100% reduction / enlargement;
- Album / Book Orientation;
- Covers, dust covers, planks, multi-leaf boards must be set up as a spread document and
not side-by-side pages (we can provide the correct track/template on which to set up the 
layout); 
- The overprint settings in the layout must be retained; 
- Complete families of the impaginate Fonts must be provided;
- For font settings the specific fonts must be used (Bold, Italics, Condensed) and not the
forced assignment (Bold, Italic) of the various layout software palettes; 
- Special colours must be set as real PANTONE colours and all colours not intended for 
printing must be eliminated; 
- Convert all RGB colours, Lab etc. used in the paginated, if not used they must be 
eliminated; 
- Avoid placing graphic elements too close to the sides of the page: the graphic elements
placed near the cutting marks may be removed due to normal deviations during 
production. Even the graphics with insufficient abundance could result in white paper 
near the cut. 
- In case of copublishing set up the layout on several levels:
Levels for images, brands, graphics and funds 

  Levels for basic language 
  Levels for every single language variant 

PDF FILES 
PDF files generated by InDesign and QuarkXpress must have the following characteristics: 
- PDFs must be sent with the PDF X 4 standard in CMYK (PDF for printing); 
- PDFs must be previously checked before transfer with preflight for PDF X 4 standards; 
- To check the PDFs, the overprint preview option will be activated; 
- The size and orientation of the page must be the same for all pages;
- The abundance of 3/5 mm for each side of the page;
- Enter the cropping marks with a thickness of 0.25 pt, 10mm displacement;
- Page centred in width and height;
- Single Page (the documents may contain several pages, but the pages must not be placed
side by side on a double page but on a single page); 
- Include blank pages;
- Incorporate all fonts completely and do not create subsets;
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- The documents must contain CMYK composite colours (do not use images or graphics in 
RGB) + any PANTONE colours; 
- Image resolutions must be between 350 and 450 dpi for 4-color and grayscale continuous-
tone images: the resolution of the images being printed is determined by the screen ruling, 
for the optimal resolution of a screened image on Photoshop the menu sequence bar-
image-auto size; 
- Image resolutions must be between 1200 and 900 dpi for line images (bitmap); 
- They must not contain elements in White (C = 0, M = 0, Y = 0, K = 0) if not reported and 
forming part of the graphic elements of the document; 
- When exporting the PDF document, do not assign any colour conversion and embed the 
source profiles with tags; 
 
We can provide the job options to be included in the default settings to export the PDF 
successfully. 
 

 
 

PAY ATTENTION: 
- To the page formats with which PDFs are created, as these can contain various 
information such as the Media Box (page size), the Crop Box and the Trim Box and not all 
of them can be viewed at any time. a video, except with the use of additional plug-ins such 
as PIT-STOP, so it is essential that the 
TRIM BOX does not exceed the actual page size + 5mm of abundance + the size necessary 
to contain the crop marks; 
- that high-resolution images are inserted in the final document; 
 
IN CASE OF COPUBLISHING  WITH ONLY THE BLACK TEXT CHANGE FOR THE 
LANGUAGE THE PDF FILES SHOULD BE PROVIDED IN THE FOLLOWING MODE: 
- Basic file containing images, four-colour, grayscale and line; 
- File for basic language containing only text with the colour set, for example, TEXT 
BLACK ENGLISH; 
- The PDF file for language change (where the change is only in black text) containing only 
text with the colour set, for example, TEXT BLACK FRENCH, GERMAN, JAPANESE ... 
- In case the text has to be printed in the white negative (inserted on the photos or on 
coloured plates) or in case of colour text, the files for all the languages must contain both 
the images (high resolution) and texts. 

 


